In mobility management, detection of spectrum hole plays very important role for doing spectrum handoff mechanism. Operation of the cognitive radio depends on the spectrum sensing which is the most important task in case of cognitive radio network. Detection of spectrum holes (underutilized sub-bands of the radio spectrum) estimates average power, throughput and utilized time for each spectrum hole. But in case of reactive spectrum handoff mechanism, spectrum handoff delay becomes tedious task. So in order to make spectrum handoff mechanism efficient our scheme proposed spectrum handoff mechanism with negligible spectrum handoff delay. In this paper we had real time experimental setup with the spectrum handoff mechanism. We investigate algorithm for spectrum handoff mechanism which strongly minimizes spectrum handoff delay of cognitive radio network using spectrum detection method for sensing spectrum holes.
Introduction
Nowadays, poor utilization of licensed spectrum creates spectrum scarcity. For improved spectrum utilization [1] , cognitive radio, a new technology introduced in wireless communications, has a solution to solve the problem of spectrum underutilization [2] [3] . Certain frequency band can only be occupied by the specific licensed users according to FCC's regulation for the radio spectrum, who have full authority on the spectrum access to this frequency band [4] . In cognitive radio the spectrum sensing plays important role. Spectrum sensing and availability of spectrum should do by cognitive radio. If the licensed user uses spectrum, cognitive radio should keep silent [5] ; otherwise, cognitive radio can access this spectrum. The detail information of minimization of the interference [6] to the primary radio while meeting the requirement of opportunistic spectrum utilization was obtained. Development of efficient algorithms to solve for the optimal solutions as well as computational complexity is reduced and obtained solutions for more general cases. The performance of spectrum sensing based on energy detections is given in [7] . Here an estimated noise variance is used to calculate the threshold used in the spectrum sensing based on energy detection. They proposed a new analytical model to evaluate the statistical performance of the energy detection with cooperative spectrum sensing method. The sensing-throughput tradeoff problem studied [8] and energy detection sensing scheme used to prove cooperative sensing using multiple mini-slots or multiple secondary users. In [9] a survey of spectrum sensing methodologies for cognitive radio is presented. Challenges associated with spectrum sensing were given and enabling spectrum sensing methods were reviewed. The cooperative sensing concept and its various forms are discussed. External sensing algorithms and other alternative sensing methods are discussed. Moreover, statistical modeling of network traffic and utilization of these models for prediction of primary user behavior was studied. The performances and complicated scenarios of the latest spectrum sensing schemes were analytically compared [10] . A macroscopic view of spectrum sensing has been given. Here uncertainty and inter-CRN interference were considered. A scheme called weighted sequential probability ratio test (WSPRT) discussed in detail [11] . Detection of advanced television systems, digital television and generic land mobile radio signals [12] [13] and spectrum sensing and spectrum reconstruction under the umbrella of cognitive radio which is the smart radio to explore and exploit the free spectrum is studied. Here spectrum analyzer was used to emulate cognitive radio to do spectrum sensing. Quick and semi-continuous measurements have been carried out and the information derived about the spectrum under investigation is used for further investigations. Total variation (TV) reconstruction method [14] was employed to rebuild the spectrum and find the boundary of the frequency band which was occupied. In [15] spectrum aware mobility management scheme is explained taken into consideration for the design of our model which utilizes target cell and spectrum pool for doing spectrum handoff mechanism. In case of performance of cognitive radio spectrum access with intra-and inter-handoff [16] is considered for the determination of the rate of inter-handoff. In modeling and analysis of reactive decision spectrum handoff in cognitive radio networks [17] development of Markov transition model integrating with M/G/1 queuing network is used to characterize multiple handoff delay resulting from the sensing time and the waiting time. The detail study of latency requirement for the design of admission control of secondary users was carried out under various traffic arrival rates and service time [18] . A novel geographical fingerprint scheme has been designed to improve its performance during handoff mechanism [19] . Most of the challenges occurred in spectrum handoff mechanism are listed in [20] [21] . The method of retransmission of the collided packets using discrete-time Markov chain has been used in the performance analysis of spectrum handoff for cognitive Radio ad-hoc networks without common control channel under homogeneous traffic [22] . In an optimal spectrum handoff scheme which is designed for the cognitive mobile ad-hoc networks developed co-operative spectrum searching approach is designed. Also a geographical approach is utilized to deal with space handoff. In our proposed model, experimental setup consisting of spectrum analyzer, antenna, lab-view is used for spectrum sensing. This spectrum sensed is utilized for the decision of spectrum handoff. By using prior spectrum sensing information, the information is broadcasted to the nearby users which minimizes the delay that occurred during the spectrum handoff mechanism.
Spectrum Sensing

Sensing Setup
A computer/laptop, spectrum analyzer and one omni-directional antenna forms practical setup for spectrum sensing as shown in Figure 1 . For real time sensing the spectrum and for analysis of the same spectrum analyzer is used. A national instrument (NI) LabVIEW-8.5 is used for spectrum analysis. GPIB cable is connected between the computer and the spectrum analyzer. For all sensing scenarios a linearly polarized omni-directional antenna with 50 ohm unbalanced feed impedance is used. Figure 1 shows the setup diagram.
Most important real time and complete utilization of frequency spectrum [1] - [3] is the required data for the cognitive radio communication. For real time sensing our setup is the device based setup which is useful for spectrum sensing and recording of spectrum signals on spectrum analyzer automatically. This information would be required for spectrum signal analysis in cognitive radio communication. For the continuous measurements of idle time and busy time of licensed users the time which we used for the formation of algorithm for doing spectrum handoff. Further which we have been used for the spectrum handoff delay minimization in sec-tion III which includes the sweep time and time to record/save data.
Sensing Scenario
Four sensing scenarios are considered in this paper. The four spectrums are considered for sensing CDMA signal, GSM signal, Wi-Fi, cable TV.
Following is the description of four scenarios as considered here [4] [5]: a) When a call connection is made from CDMA based cell phone to land-line based phone, the spectrum of CDMA signal is sensed. The sensed frequency band is from 800 MHz to 1100 MHz. b) When a call connection is made from GSM based cell phone to land-line based phone, the spectrum of GSM signal is sensed. The sensed frequency band is from 1700 MHz to 2000 MHz. c) When a Wi-Fi connection is established on notebook computer, the spectrum of Wi-Fi signal is sensed. The sensed frequency band is from 2300 MHz to 2600 MHz. d) A DTV signal is sensed from 697.5 MHz to 704.5 MHz.
Sensing Result
Four sensing scenarios are considered in this paper. The four spectrums are considered for sensing CDMA signal, GSM signal, Wi-Fi, cable TV as shown in • Video bandwidth = 20 kHz.
• Sweep time = 15 msec.
• RF attenuation = 10 dB.
• Trace type = clear/write.
• Sweep mode = single sweep display ON.
• Number of points = 700 points per sweep. Figure 3 shows spectrum of CDMA signal. In Figure 4 , the strong peaks between 800 MHz and 900 MHz show the CDMA signal, when a call connection is established between a CDMA based cell phone and a landline based phone [6] . Whereas, the blank spaces between these strong peaks correspond to the time when call connection is not established. Figure 4 shows 3-D spectrum of GSM signal. In Figure 5 , strong peaks between 1850 MHz and 1950 MHz show the GSM signal, when a call connection is established between a GSM based cell phone and a land-line based phone [7] [8] . Whereas, the blank spaces between these strong peaks correspond to the time when the call connection is not established. Figure 5 shows spectrum of DTV signal. In Figure 7 , a strong peak around 700 MHz frequency corresponds to the pilot signal of the sensed DTV channel. The frequency span is 5 MHz and this signal is broadcasted by the local television station and the transmitter is in line of sight (LOS) from the sensing location with the aerial distance of around 10 miles [9] [11] . Table 1 shows testing of each channel for only 30 msec considering the idle and busy time observations. Further on the basis of these observations cognitive radio could take the decisions for the handoff mechanism [12] which will minimize the time required for the handoff mechanism. Especially service time for deciding which channel is less in our paper. Further the information from the Table 1 is used as a database visitor list for finding the secondary user while taking the decision of spectrum handoff mechanism. 
Spectrum Handoff
Before a data transmission starts, SUs hop through the channels following the same hopping sequence. Once a successful RTS/CTS handshake between SU transmitter and its receiver takes place. Consider the system which consists of two types of 20 radio users, primary users and secondary users i.e. cognitive radios operating in the same spectrum band with SU traffic fixed at s = 1 [13] [14] . The spectrum band consists of M primary bands and each band is divided in N sub-bands. In our model greedy channel selection scheme is always preferred for the selection of channel with minimum service time. The probability of collision which occurs among SUs needs to be considered for performing spectrum handoff by the more than one SUs at the same time [15] [16] . Thus the probability that a collision occurs among SUs is given by. Channel selection scheme, on the selected channel both the SU transmitter and receiver do not need to exchange information. When multiple SUs perform spectrum handoff at the same time, a pseudo random selecting sequence for each SU is generated locally.
To avoid collision same selecting sequence is used for the selection of channel. In our model, data base with the information of free channels is always with the SUs. Hence the channel selection time and collision which is the trouble in [15] [16] is reduced in our proposed spectrum handoff scheme. Cognitive radio calls to idle-subbands based on the database with it. Based on that reallocation of band, spectrum handoff can be performed by the base station centrally.
Optimal Spectrum Handoff
In the previous PU activity prediction schemes such as [17] [18] , the authors propose the spectrum switching algorithm based on the channel idle probability sequence. When PU signal is detected, the channel with highest probability of being idle at next time slot is chosen to be the first candidate channel. This approach has been proven that can effectively reduce the spectrum switching delay. However, it does not consider the potential available transmission time of the channel. The channels with high idle probability may have considerable short available time, which causes inevitable frequent channel switches of secondary communication. Spectrum switch process includes time for the spectrum decision process, signaling for establishing new channels, and RF front-end reconfiguration. Hence, CR networks need to keep the handoff times as low as possible. We propose an optimal spectrum handoff scheme considers not only the probability of being idle, but also the potential idle durations and the expected transmission time. Once PU signal is detected and confirmed through fast and fine sensing stage, with the assistance of nearby users, CR can get the previous sensing cycle's spectrum occupancy status of the rest N − 1 channels. Then the CR user can predict the probability of candidate channel availability at the current handoff moment by utilizing the most recent sensing results [19] .
Geographical Handoff
For the fast handoff procedure geographical handoff procedure is developed. Our system provides primary users (PUs) functionality to the secondary user which is connected first as long as the user roams inside a specific range of SUs. This range is found through a global angle (θ) and the distance between the first SU and PU [20] [21] is d 1 .
Suppose R is distance from the global θ angle calculated as follows: 
Proposed Spectrum Handoff Scheme
In case of spectrum handoff schemes used in A and B central identity i.e. manager is required for taking decision of spectrum handoff whereas in our proposed scheme we used distributed handoff is used for channel coordination. The received signal r(t) is applied to the energy detector with bi-thresholds which are used for detection of primary user. If the received energy is less than threshold then the PU is absent and if the received energy is greater than threshold then the presence of PU is detected. If the energy detected is in between two threshold values then U is considered in the region of uncertainty. The energy spent for the detection of primary user (PU) is calculated as follows. An energy detector with bi-thresholds is used for detection in which two thresholds H 0 and H 1 are used. Consider r(t) is the received signal, n(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and h is the amplitude of the channel. The received energy is given by
where H 0 indicates only noise and H 1 indicates presence of PU.
Multiple PU systems are considered for detection. It is assumed that, for some PU systems, the signal structure is unknown, while for the others, enough information is known about the PU waveform to perform the energy detector as an optimal detector. It is assumed that there are N channels to be sensed. The SU will scan the whole spectrum and detect whether or not there is a spectrum hole available. The SU identifies that a PU waveform is known (or not) on the basis of the power and band of interest and this information using AODV routing protocol is further used in terms of threshold for the detection of spectrum hole the packet broadcasting and handoff mechanism.
The overall probability of detection and the probability of false alarm are given as
, f r f EC
For maximum channels assume 0.5 < P r ≤ 1. The SU will perform energy detector for sensing the majority of channels. By assuming P r ≈ 1, the probability of detection, the probability of false alarm, and the mean detection time are calculated.
The output E of the energy detector has a distribution that is defined as follows [13] . tion with 2w degrees of freedom and the non-centrality parameter 2γ, respectively. The approximation for the probability of detection P d,E and probability of false alarm P f,E of the energy detector.
In the previous PU activity prediction schemes such as [17] [18], the authors propose the spectrum switching algorithm based on the channel idle probability sequence. When PU signal is detected, the channel with highest probability of being idle at next time slot is chosen to be the first candidate channel. This approach has been proven that can effectively reduce the spectrum switching delay. However, it does not consider the potential available transmission time of the channel. The channels with high idle probability may have considerable short available time, which causes inevitable frequent channel switches of secondary communication. Spectrum switch process includes time for the spectrum decision process, signaling for establishing new channels, and RF front-end reconfiguration. Hence, CR networks need to keep the handoff times as low as possible. We propose an optimal spectrum handoff scheme considers not only the probability of being idle, but also the potential idle durations and the expected transmission time. Once PU signal is detected and confirmed through fast and fine sensing stage, with the assistance of nearby users, CR can get the previous sensing cycle's spectrum occupancy status of the rest N − 1 channels. Then the CR user can predict the probability of candidate channel availability at the current handoff moment by utilizing the most recent sensing results [19] .
Performance Evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed handoff mechanism and comparison of the proposed handoff mechanism with the optimal handoff mechanism, we implement a network simulator to support network topology consisting of multiple cells. Here base stations are assumed to update after every 1 hour availability of free spectrum to cognitive radio so that there will be less service time required for the secondary users after arrival of primary user for the data transmission. In this simulation we investigate throughput and average delay using optimal handoff mechanism and geographic handoff mechanism. We compare the proposed method with the optimal spectrum handoff as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively. Transreceiver section required for the paging is always with the cognitive radio which moves within the cell and continuously updates the data base which is with the base station. Each CR equipped with one transceiver moves into the cell and periodically sense and transmits on one spectrum band, which is selected by following the spectrum decision rule. selection of channel energy detection technique is applied and the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is assumed to be known to all CRs. We further assume CRs in the same cell can exchange information through dedicated common control channel (CCC) is used [22] . Figure 7 shows the numbers of spectrum handoff times under two different handoff schemes when CR transmits 10 -100 Mb data.
We verify the effects of handoff cooperation and show the results in Figure 8 . We observe that the average spectrum handoff delay is target channel status in advance with the assistance of nearby users. We observe the proposed handoff scheme has the least handoff times comparing to optimal handoff schemes since it can systematically consider the influence of potential channel availability and the expected transmission time. It proves that our proposed approach has the improved efficient performance on reducing CR system spectrum handoff delay.
For the study of space domain spectrum handoff, we let the CR user moves between different cells with velocity of 10 m/s and 50 m/s, and measure the spectrum handoff times with or without space domain channel switching as shown in Figure 8 . As the moving speed turns to be high which means CR passes more cells, we observe more spectrum handoffs occur without cell switching prediction. It validates that the proposed space domain handoff approach can efficiently reduce the handoff times.
Conclusion
This paper deals with spectrum detection and spectrum handoff mechanism in cognitive radio network. Spectrum analyzer is used to emulate cognitive radio to do spectrum sensing. The whole procedure of spectrum sensing including sensing setup, instrument control, sensing capability, sensing scenario and sensing result is presented in detail. The main advantage of equipment-based spectrum sensing is to perform quick and semicontinuous measurements. The time needed for each measurement is around 80 -110 ms. Spectrums of CDMA signal, GSM signal and DTV signal are shown in this paper. Based on this information, the information about the spectrum is embedded in packets and broadcasted to every user. Moreover these spectrum measurements 0.0000 1.0000 2.0000 3.0000 4.0000 5.0000 6.0000 7.0000 8.0000 9.0000 10.0000 TIME used for taking the decision about spectrum handoff mechanism. The results are compared with the conventional spectrum sensing method and observed considerable improvement in the minimization of spectrum handoff time.
